Einladung Ballonteams
Ballontage 2022

Invitation to the 6th International Balloon Days
Alpenrheintal
from 18th - 21st August 2022
Dear Balloonists,
We are delighted to invite you to the 6th International Balloon Days Alpenrheintal in Widnau, Switzerland.
The Balloon Days 2022 will be held on a smaller scale in Widnau with a festival and launch site for
the balloons and a location for the Night Glow. We expect about 20 - 30 balloon teams as well as
special shapes.
Once again, we expect a lively participation from Switzerland and abroad. We look forward to presenting the
the Alpine Rhine Valley region to balloon enthusiasts. With the planned 4 to 6 flights, depending on the wind
conditions, you will get to know the wider surroundings of Vorarlberg, the Principality of Liechtenstein,
Appenzellerland, Lake Constance and nearby southern Germany.
Organisation
The organisation of this event is the responsibility of the Balloon Club "Alpenrheintal" under the direction of
the OC President Sandro Stoob, supported by the experienced team of Andreas Frank and Eugen
Nussbaumer, an OC, and supplemented by numerous helpers.
Programme
The current programme is constantly being updated and can be found on the homepage.
Realisation
The event will take place in all weather conditions. The execution of the individual balloon flights depends,
of course, on the weather and will be approved by the OC. A return of the entry fee is excluded.
Insurance
The insurance for the crew and passengers is the responsibility of the participants.
Registration
Please complete the registration form and send it by e-mail to eugen@nussbaumer.ch. The number of
participants is limited. Registrations will be considered in the order in which they are received.
Entry fee
The entry fee is a flat rate of CHF 300 per team.
It includes the follow for each team, consisting of the pilot and 3 crew members:
Free gas for the entire duration of the event.
- 3 x coffee and croissant each morning before the briefing (Fri, Sat, Sun)
- 1 x catering voucher at midday (Sat)
- 2 x meal voucher evening (Fri, Sat)
- Participation in 3 competition rides with prizes for the three best teams
- A small souvenir gift for the participants.
In return, each balloon team will take a guest of the organiser on a balloon flight without reimbursement.
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Passengers
Each balloon team must arrive with a sufficiently large crew. No passengers, apart from the aforementioned
compulsory passenger, will be provided to the balloon teams.
Night Glow
We will be holding a Night Glow on Friday and Saturday evening and expect a large number of visitors. We
need about 10-12 balloons. We kindly ask the teams to participate.
Hotel accommodation
Each team is responsible for their own hotel reservations. We will list hotels, with which we could agree on a
special price, under "Hotel List" on the homepage.
Information
The OC will be happy to provide further information at any time.
Contact address:
Ballonclub Alpenrheintal
Eugen Nussbaumer
Rheinstrasse 35a
CH-9430 St. Margrethen

Telefon G: +41 (0) 71/ 747’99’11
E-Mail: eugen@nussbaumer.ch
www.ballon-flugtage.ch

„Happy landing“ and see you soon!
Ballonclub Alpenrheintal

Eugen Nussbaumer

Anja Müggler

Leiter Ressort Ballonbetrieb
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